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A Message from MIPO’s Founder &
President
Dear Friends,
We conquered another year! The team at MIPO, had a blissful
2019. As an unwavering supporter of MIPO, we were able to
accomplish our set goals by increasing the number of youths we
served. Our commitment to MIPO’s vision is steadfast. And, as we
come to the end of 2019 and embrace the beginning of a new year,
the team at MIPO surely want to express our gratitude for embracing
us with support. We are forever indebted to you for believing in our
mission. What a year this was! We began the year with our annual
Appreciation Reception to express our gratitude to everyone who
has impacted our progress. It is always a celebration to welcome
and see our supporters and thank them for their unwavering support
to MIPO. If you have not attended our previous Appreciation
Reception, we welcome you to join us next year, February 2,
2020. Our Annual Power of Partnerships, Scholarships and Hall of
Fame Gala was held on May 26 at the BRIC Arts Media. What a
joyous moment that was; highlighting outstanding and service bound
professionals who are concerned about the well-being of their
community. This past summer, we hosted our 9th annual mission in

Season’s Greetings
to all!
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Thank you for a great
year! You made it
possible.

2020 looks even more
promising. We look forward
to a continued partnership
with you.
Have a healthy, successful,
prosperous, productive,
fabulous and social
awareness year.

Scholarship Application is
now open!
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the town of Caracol Park, in the suburbs of the northern region
outside of Cap-Haitien. This two-week mission trip was held from
August 12th - 23rd, 2019 and consisted of an intensive Teacher Lead
Training, a Summer Talent Ed Workshop, (S.T.E.W.) held for
primary and secondary school children in the Caracol Park
community and our yearly annual school supply and toiletries
distributions to three schools. The Teacher Certification Program is
MIPO’s signature program. Its aim is to build capacity among
educators and Haitian administrative professionals in the Northern
region of Haiti. Over 200 children and 70 educators participated in
this year’s summer enrichment activities and workshops, from
disaster preparedness to trade skills such as barbering.
MIPO distributed over 300 packed
book-bags to three schools in the
northern and southern area of the
country. Next year, we hope to
double that number as the need is
great. With the support of our
partners, such as JetBlue, HRA,
CSA, TWU, 1199 SEIU, MIPO
members, friends of Haiti and the
Diaspora, we believe that we will
meet our goal.
As an immediate follow up to our
mission, MIPO hosted its third Annual Youth Summit on November
11, 2019 in partnership with YWCA Brooklyn.
The Sub-sections below will provide additional details on our past
activities. We hope you will become more acquainted with the work
that we do to impact the lives of many.

High school seniors,
apply for the FAMIP
Scholarship now!
If you are a high school senior,
you could be one
of the recipients of the MIPO
Scholarship for 2020! Apply by
April 15th, 2020. Use the link
provided below to apply.
Spread the news.
http://bit.ly/
2020MIPOScolarshipApplication
You can also request a
hard copy by sending an
email to:
info@mipoinc.org

A conversation with Jean Mirvil, S & H School
Director and his feedback on MIPO’s 2019
Haiti Mission Trip:
Mipo/Lekol S & H Caracol
Caller: Hi! Jean, MIPO on the line.
Receiver: How lucky can we get to hear from you today, MIPO?
Let me guess, you are cancelling your plan to work with our teachers
due to the turmoil in the country.
Caller: Of course not! This call is to confirm what we previously
discussed and to find out what you may need to make your work
more manageable……
This idea of making my work more manageable is now in its third
year of germination. In spite of the state of the country over the past
three (3) summers, MIPO and associates have brought much joy,
certainly, incredible instructional experiences, and their trademarks to
my teachers and others who would normally be deprived from
current trends in the teaching and learning field.
The moment MIPO landed in the North, the team got right to the
business of training teachers. So far, more than 400 teachers have
been beneficiaries from those rigorous summer training sessions.
Escorted with a team of well-trained teachers, administrators and
other school personnel, the weekly staff development activities are
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Interested in joining
a reputable
organization?

MIPO is seeking NEW
BOARD MEMBERS. If
you are interested,
please email us a copy of your
resume at info@mipoinc.org.

Looking to give back?
Look no further!

MIPO is a member
organization. Join us by
becoming a member. Help us
make a diﬀerence in the lives
of those who are less fortunate.
Let your membership support
your purpose.
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launched.
It would
normally be set to start
after children from our
village and many others
have had their share with
MIPO at their annual
children weekly Camp.
This summer, 2019, two
hundred students were
taken under the umbrella
of MIPO for instruction,
fun filled activities,
coupled with meals and snacks provided throughout the week.
MIPO, for the past three years, have equipped S & H students and
other children residing in and around Caracol Village, with a school
bag filled with goodies to help local parents offset outrageous cost for
school.
I have watched, firsthand, the significant impact MIPO has on those
participants. By a blink, upon their arrival to our location in the
North East, bonds are formed to the point that their last day turned
out to be quite emotional for all involved. I heard the comments;
and, I have been tracing signs that truly indicated that true efforts had
been made to secure the social emotional needs of so many students,
from ten to seventeen years old. Additionally, campers from ages
seventeen to twenty-one years old had their own diversified
activities, barbering. At the end of the barbering workshop, each of
the participants received barbering kit with a Certificate of
Completion at the culminating extravaganza on Friday.

Text-to-Donate

You can make a donation
TODAY!!
Text the word:
SEEDPLANTING
To: 844-544-7171

Donate by selecting
MIPO while shopping at
Amazon:

https://smile.amazon.com/ch/
90-0797118

Following the end of the camp, on Monday morning, teachers began
to fill our cafeteria. Fresh faces coupled with our familiar staff,
asking for Madame Felina. She became a house name item in our
area. She had been beyond exceptional in handling the numerous
tasks set by her standards. Gracefully, and with obviously her
astonishing team, there have been amazing introductions of
techniques to simplify teachers’ work and to raise teaching quality.
Researches on lesson planning with efficacy and approach to evaluate
learning were on their agendas. MIPO “pa ka pa la” (Can’t do
without), adheres to a high standard in developing teacher leaders
among my teachers and others involved. The team leaves no stones
untouched during five consecutive straight days, from early morning
to late afternoon. Generous supplies, lunch and snacks are covered
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Some Pictures of
Workshops & Training
Sessions
STEM by Daphney Phillip

Robotics by Firmin Backer of
HRA

Oil Painting by Felina Backer

Spa & Pampering by Dr.
Magalie Emile-Backer of HRA
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always by MIPO for all in attendance.
This year, I had the
opportunity to mangle with the team each day. I am still touched by
the dedication of all the MIPO trainers. I saw firsthand their desire to
pass on all their might to help the
local staff. If it is not sharing or
donating an instructional tool, it
is to permit further connected
opportunity to follow through
once they will return to the
states. These interactions have
been intense and meaningful to
strengthen the bonds between
Haitian living in the diaspora and
those remaining in Haiti. Indeed,
it had been also the case among
MIPO’s leaders and the students
at the camp a week earlier. Their
tireless effort is truly inspiring.
In retrospect, it has now been
almost 2 months since MIPO
garnished whatever materials they
had to take to the state and flown
back to begin their new school
year journey. MIPO resounds in
our school corridors and at my
regular staff meetings. Statements
such as these are often heard: “It
is just like what MIPO was
advocating at the conference”.
One staff member recently uttered, “I will use this math workshop to
prepare my paper for MIPO”. Last but not least, a seventh grade girl
had been following me until she got me to inquire about one of
MIPO’s camp teachers. She wishes to share something personal with
the instructor. She thought I could share her phone for an eventual
communication. I too, got involved and will make the chain of
communication active. Whatever had happened in that room among
these two and others in the classroom, I am certain it is similar with
the other instructors – an opportunity for quality time to nurture the
students and make them feel special.
Moreover, my teachers
constantly refer to their newly found creative friends as quality
strategists which I noted had help them push the students beyond
levels.
I am forever grateful to MIPO for having such impact on my school.
Even though the devastated social political conditions permeate up to
this moment, MIPO remains steadfast to its mission to serve teachers
and students in Haiti. I am definitely hopeful for a future confirming
phone call at moments that I will not expecting so. MIPO’s tenacity
and commitment speaks volume. A friend in need is truly a friend
indeed. Kudos, to you MIPO.
I wish Felina and her team blessings and many more years in their
mission in addressing the dire needs of teachers in our communities.
Respectfully,

Jean Mirvil
Director of S & H Schools
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More Pictures of
Workshops & Training
Sessions
Yoga by Monique Simpson of
Renew’d

Arts & Crafts by
Sandra Battaille

Barbering by Nerlin Paul

3rd MIPO Youth Summit & College/Resource
Fair
This year’s summit was held in partnership with YWCA Brooklyn
on November 11th. It was an incredible partnership and chemistry
between the two organizations. Hundreds of youth marched into the
YWCA Brooklyn building to participate in the many workshops that
were presented. Our keynoter was none other than Dr. Maurice
Hinson from Weill Cornell University. Dr. Hinson, who is the
Director of the Black and Latino Male in Medicine program, gave an
electrifying speech and challenged the youth to take on the world.
We wholeheartedly thank the Honorable Jumaane Williams (NYC
Public Advocate) for speaking to the attendees. It was quite
informative and inspiring.
We want to thank our phenomenal presenters, Jocelyn Gaye,
Monique Simpson, Gena Jefferson (JAIA), Dr./Pastor/Chaplain
Diahann Thomas, Chaplain Keisha Britto, Nicolette Piaubert,
Emlyn Michel, Jeremy Ducos, Jackson Rockinsgter, Dr. Lula
Mae Phillips, and Ponce Bank who provided the participants with
pertinent information on how to become productive and successful
citizens of the world. Our vendors were an integral part of our
summit and we want to thank them as well: Girl Scout Troop, Weill
Cornell’s Hprep Program, Healthfirst, College Now, SUNY Ulster,
Propelled Media Mentorship Program, Navigate the Maze to
Achievement, Chionesu Bakari Program for Young Men, Emnitz
Unlimited, Ponce Bank and the US Census Bureau. We thank our
volunteers who worked tirelessly to support this year’s summit.
Your commitment to the success of the summit was truly remarkable.
At this year’s summit, six high schoolers
were the beneficiaries of the FAMIP
scholarship. We thank Dr. Marceline
Watler, Jackson Rockingster, Dr. Greta
Strong, Nicolette Piaubert and other
attendees who contributed to the 2020
scholarship fund. This was, without a
doubt, an emotional moment. Pictures are
shown below.

Reading Theater by Maryse
Crevecœur

Dr. Hinson, Public Advocate
Jumaane Williams, Rolanda
Telesford (YWCA), Nerlande
Malvoisin (HealthFirst) &
YWCA Step Team

2020 Scholarship recipients with
judges, MIPO board members &
Youth Summit participants
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2019 MIPO
Hall of Famers
(Honorees):
Khyrie Alleyne
Author/Influencer,
Innovative Thoughts

Gaye H. Anderson
Manager/Community
Engagement.
Healthfirst
LaTayvia Brown

Frounder & President,
Professionally Inspired
Mark Cannizzaro,

8th Annual Hall Power of Partnerships,
Scholarships and Hall of Fame Gala
Our annual gala, Power of Partnerships, Scholarships & Hall of
Fame Gala, was held on May 24th this year at the BRIC Arts
Media. The guests received an exceptional show with dance
performances and musical performances by The DreamRing
(Featuring Q Virtuoso & Psycho Sage), Felina Backer & the
Artistique Sound Band, and DJ Esalar. Our Keynoter, Actor
Justiin Davis gave an inspiring speech and left the audience with a
message of fulfilling their life’s purpose. The dignitaries in
attendance were, NYS Comptroller Thomas DiNapoli,
Congresswoman Yvette D. Clarke, Congressman Micalerme
Pierre (Haïti), Dr. Una S. T. Clarke, Ambassador Spencer
Phillips of Trinidad & Tobago, NYS Assemblymembers Nick,
Perry, Michaele Solages, Roxanne J. Persaud & Dr. Mathylde
Frontus, and many others. We thank each and everyone of our
attendees who made the ultimate sacrifice to attend another
successful gala. We are certain that you had a great time base on
the feedback we received.

Aldrin Enis

Attending our gala is more than just a fanfare. It is your way of
rendering support to the services we offer. And the many projects
were undertake. Again, thank you for your generosity.

Dr. Fritz Fils-Aime
Founder & President, HAVA

If you were unable to make it to our last gala, we look forward to
having you at our 2020 gala, which will take place on Sunday May
24, 2020. Do visit our social media pages (Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram) to get updates on the impact we are making.

President, CSA

Northern Regional Director,
AIPAC

Shaun D. Francois I
President, DC 37 & Local
372
Rose Guerrier
Event Producer/Designer/
PR, La “V” en Rose
Katia Guillaume
Vice President,1199 SEIU

Follow us on:

mipoinc

mipoinc

Making the Impossible Possible, Inc.
Here are some pictures from the gala:

Dr. Max Jean Paul
Educational Leader &
Change Agent, NYCDOE
Dr. Abraham Jules
Pastor, CWC
Nicholson S. Pierre

President & Founder,
Alternative Reaction2Anger
Esther Simon
ENL Teacher, NYCDOE
Tessa-Hackett-Vieira
Social Worker & Community
Organizer, DC 37
Khalilah Webster
Co-Founder & Executive
Director, Open Door
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For all inquiries about
sponsoring the 2020 Gala,
contact us @:

December 31, 2019

More Gala Pictures (2019)

MIPO, Inc.
P.O. Box 360171
Brooklyn, NY 11236
www.mipoinc.org
info@mipoinc.org

Appreciation Reception 2019

Our appreciation reception was held on January 19th at the Bridge
Multicultural Center. This event is held to celebrate and thank
individuals, volunteers, and organizations who support our mission.
We were joined by Congresswoman Yvette D. Clarke, Public
Advocate Jumaane Williams, Assemblyman Nick Perry, Judge
Kathy King, Edward King, Esq., Mark Meyer Appel, Founder of the
Bridge Multicultural Project, and out 2019 honorees. Such a
celebration that was. We were entertained by The Artistique Sound
Band.
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Sponsors, we stand on
your shoulders.

Thank you once again to our
sponsors who embarked on this
journey with us by making this
year’s gala a tremendous
success:
JetBlue, TWU Local 100,
1199 SEIU, CSA, and many more.

Thank you.

December 31, 2019

Haiti Mission Trip
JetBlue Airlines

Once again, a special acknowledgement to JetBlue Airlines for the
unwavering support of MIPO’s mission. JetBlue has been the
sustainer and the backbone of this project. In August 2019, MIPO
staff members traveled to Haiti on JetBlue Airlines for their annual
mission trip; thanks to JetBlue’s travel certificates. JetBlue has
partnered with MIPO more than four years ago and we have seen
progress in instructional practices that are used in the classroom by
the teachers who are part of the Teacher Lead Certificate Program.
For this, we are forever grateful. JetBlue Airlines care about the
wellbeing of humanity and want to see improvements in
impoverished nations, particularly in Haiti. We look forward to
continued partnerships with JetBlue Airlines.
Below, are the different workshops that took place during the Haiti
Mission Trip.

Introduction to Robotics Workshop
Firmin Backer, President & Founder of Haiti Alliance (HRA) ran
the Robotics Workshop during the Summer Camp. There was a “bipartisan” collaboration of Girls and boys. This was the participants’
first time exposed to Robotics. As you can see in the pictures, the
results were astonishing! The young adults were actively engaged
and used the skills learned about working in groups to achieve a
successful outcome. They were all team players. He looks forward
to engage these young adults in future Robotics workshops.

Barbering Workshop

Nerlin Paul (Volunteer) trained a group of young adults, between
the ages of 18 - 21, in barbering skills. He provided hands-on
experience to all participants in the program. This workshop
program included shaving, clipper cutting and over comb technique.
8
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Let’s Build Together!
Backpacking Project

Want to join us for school
supplies packing?
Email us at:

info@mipoinc.org
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Mission Trip - cont’d - Barbering Workshop

He also shared entrepreneurship knowledge with the participants
with the hopes of starting their own business. Every participant
received barbering tools. What a way to inspire a group of young
adults!

At the conclusion of the camp, all participants of the barbering course
received a Certificate of Completion and barbering tools so that they
can start their own business.

Arts & Craft Workshop

Sandra Nelson (MIPO, Inc.) taught an introduction to flower making
class covering different styles of design. This activity was all handson using scissors and tissue paper.

STEM Workshop
Daphney Phillips (Volunteer) ran the STEM program this summer.
It was her first time joining the team. It was quite a formidable
experience for her! She brought her creativity and knowledge to the
classroom. The activities were all hands-on. Using scrap cardboards,
yarns and other materials, the students learned how to build
structures that connects the learning across science, technology,
engineering and math skills. These workshops were designed to
nurture the inner motivation and creative thinking of the students.
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Thank you to all of our
donors who made a
generous contribution to
MIPO. But, we want to
specifically thank the
following donors in
particular:
Dr. Marceline Watler
Past. Sony Pierre
Dr. Greta Strong
Mark M. Appel
Dr. Egie Emovon
The Monestime Family
Mr. & Mrs Vincent Pierre
Nicolette Piaubert

Apply NOW for
the Black and Latino
Men in Medicine
Program
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Mission Trip - cont’d - STEM Workshop

Reading Theater Workshop
Maryse Crevecœur (MIPO) facilitated a workshop that captivated
an audience of youth who, for some, did not realize their acting gifts.
This workshop was designed for the youth to explore their acting
abilities and to improve the skills of those with some talents. It was
quite a privilege to see how the participants were able to use the
skills learned in such a short time and shine in the spotlight at the
culminating event.

High school students, you
are wanted and needed!
for
Black and Latino Men in
Medicine Program
Through Cornell Weill
University
Program runs from
April 2020 - May 2020
6-Intensive Sundays
You must submit your
interest no later then
February 29, 2020

Program includes:
OBGYN, Internal
Medicine, Anatomy and Bio
Chemistry
To submit your interest, use
the link on page 12.

Yoga Workshop

Monique Simpson (Volunteer) from Renew’d Studio of Wellness
Arts, taught the art of Yoga with an emphasis on body balance. Her
workshop consisted of breathing and meditation techniques. She
further explained the different postures and themes associated with
such concept. As you can observe in the picture, she ordered and
travelled with her yoga mats for her participants. Truly divine
sessions.
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Upcoming Events
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Mission Trip - cont’d - Yoga Workshop

Networking Appreciation
Reception
February 2nd, 2020
@ Cloe’s Corner
Send us an email for
invitation to this free event.
Spring Break Mission Trip
Annual Hall of Fame
Award Gala
May 24th, 2020

Acrylic Painting Workshop

Felina Backer (MIPO) - this painting workshop was quite captivating
to they youth. They were pleasantly surprised at the end results of
the coordination in the color mixtures. Discovering their creativity
through this form of art was inspiring and through that they were
able to accomplish their own masterpiece.

BRIC Arts Media
Balcony Seats (no tabling):
$60
Floor Seating:
$115 Gen. Adm.
$150 VIP

Valet Parking
is Included with all
tickets!
Annual Mission Trip
Summer 2020

(Sponsor a Teacher, a Student
or a Youth Employee)

Youth Summit & College/
Resource Fair
November 2020

MIPO Teacher Lead Summer Institute Program
The second cohort of our Teacher Lead program participated in their
annual workshops. This summer, the educators finished the first part
of the program. They are now left to work on their projects. They
are excited about the possibility of graduating next year. Educators
who are part of this program are equipped with resources, skills,
ideas and methodologies that will influence their instructional and
organizational quality in education.

(Interested in presenting or be a
vendor? Contact us.)
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Acknowledgements:

Thank you to all the
volunteers and partners who
worked tirelessly to support
all of our activities
in 2019.

A special note of thanks to the
following individuals:

Ketly Numa
Whittline Blanc-Jean
Jasmine Philema
Rebecca Nelson
Felix Backer
Abigail Pompee
Christelle Pompee
Dr. Max Jean Paul
Dr. Magalie Emile-Backer
Oﬃcer Artie Egner (PBA)
Daphney Phillip
Henri Per-Juste
Monique Simpson
Insp. Samuel Eugene
Raymond Graham
Nerlin Paul
Donald Etienne
Fenia Camille
Immacula Berrouet
S & H School
Mr. Franzdy Alexis
Nadia Backer
Gary Camille
Max Backer
Lenox Gordon
Dr. Frantz Backer
Joane Pillard
Mark M. Appel
Rose L. Guerrier
Ronald Arbourg
Christine Paul
Michelet Cherenfant
The Artistique Sound Band
Jean Marie Papin
Ochendo Damus
Jules Dieunait
Rita Joseph
Thécieux Jean, Sans soucis
Joseph Petit-Frere
Paul Vilfranche
Elie Almonor
Sandra Theodore, Sans Soucis
…and anyone else not listed. You are
not forgotten.

A very special thank you to
Mr. Clement Lee &
Mr. Jean Mirvil. We appreciate
you welcoming us into your school.
Thank you for your partnership.
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Haiti Mission Trip - cont’d

Additional Teacher Lead Workshop Photos

Dr. Max-Jean Paul & Daphnye Phillips
role-playing a post-observation process

Felina Backer & Sandra Battaille
role-playing a pre-observation process

HRA/IOM Disaster Preparedness Training
Because disasters happen at any given time, HRA and IOM
partnered to provide effective disaster preparedness tools to alleviate
some of the chaos that may occur by unexpected crisis. It is critical
to have an emergency plan in place. Being prepared can reduce fear,
anxiety and losses that accompany disasters. With that said, MIPO
invited the community, families and individuals to participate in this
open forum because we believe that everyone should know what to
do in the event of a disaster and where to seek shelter. The training
provided participants with guidance on how to develop a disaster
plan. We thank them for enlightening those in attendance and we
look forward to having them next year.

Link to apply for the Black and Latino Men in Medicine Program
http://bit.ly/MIPO-BLMMatWeillCornellUniversity
Thank you. Help us continue to build.
Have an awesome 2020!
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